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We report on a year that included a stimulating and successful symposium, increased links with
external organisations, some challenges and changes ahead.
Follow up to ICCHNR conference and University of South Africa, Johannesburg 20-22nd
September 2017 Community Health: Action for Change
In our last report, we described the stimulating and well-evaluated conference co-hosted with the
University of South Africa. The impact from this conference continues. We were delighted to learn that
one of the Mary McClymont scholars; Dr. Frances Chizoba received the award of Young African
Leader in Global Health, received from Consortium of Universities for Global Health in New
York in March 2018. We were also pleased to see another of our scholars; Dorcas Obahasan
attend the Swansea symposium. Links made at the conference continue to produce impact and
we know that several delegates are working on joint papers to enhance learning across the
different nations in which we work. There is also early planning for an ICCHNR facilitated
workshop to be held as part of a WHO Collaborating Centre conference scheduled for
December 2019 at the University of South Africa.
However, perhaps reflecting international financial constraints, the conference made a loss of
which ICCHNR has a shared liability. We are working with the University of South Africa to
mitigate the impact. One such strategy is to publish joint papers with UNISA as the University
receives a subsidy from a range of high impact journals when staff have authorship. The
Director of UNISA has agreed the strategy meaning that we must have a range of co-authored
papers submitted to journals by December 2019. A plan for these has been established and
some are already underway. The loss of income has also has created the opportunity to reflect
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on how best to run future events that maintain the strength of networking, but are also costeffective.
Dr. Frances Chizoba receiving Young African Leader in Global Health award, 2018.

International symposium, University of Swansea, 16th-17th July 2018: Transforming
Community & Public Health: Inspiring Future Generations
Led by Professor Joy Merrell, the aim of the Symposium was to explore the impact and
implementation of the United Nations Sustainable Development Goals on addressing the
health and wellbeing needs of today’s population and those of future generations. ADD
ANYTHING FROM JOY
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Professor Tricia Wilson with Professor Sophie Staniszewska and Dr Crystal Oldman, CEO of the
Queens Nursing Institute, Swansea, July 2018
Work with Nursing Now!
As part of our future impact strategy developed with Steve Dewar and following the
submission of evidence to The Triple Impact report, we have started to make closer links with
the Nursing Now! Campaign. Ros Bryar and Sally Kendall met with Barbara Stillwell, the current
CEO of Nursing Now! In September. We discussed closer working and Barbara welcomed our
international network engagement. We considered a possibility of a joint international event in
2020 with NN and also the WHO CC for Nursing and Midwifery led by Public Health England.
This is for much further discussion.
We also discussed how ICCHNR might support a study being undertaken through NN of
Gender roles in nursing. We are currently negotiating a contract for Prof Gina Higginbottom to
undertake this work on behalf of ICCHNR.
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Work with the National Institute of Health Research
Also in September Ros and Sally met with Susan Hamer at NIHR, she has responsibility for
research capacity building in the NHS. The purpose of the meeting was to explore ways in
which ICCHNR might be able work with NIHR to build research capacity in community nursing.
There are very few grants available that will provide core support to organisations, however it
was decided that SH might be able to make funds available to enable ICCHNR to undertake
some work that would address how community nurses might enable or facilitate community
engagement to create Research Ready Communities. In relation to this, Ros attended a NIHR
workshop in Doncaster where this kind of activity is already happening and following a useful
short survey of community nursing research needs, Tricia, Sally and Ros have developed a
proposal that has been submitted to NIHR for Susan’s consideration. Thanks to those of you
who were able to contribute to this bid, it will be an important step forward with our strategy if
successful.

Farewell to our President
Sadly, this was final year that our president Professor Fiona Ross, CBE has been supporting and
guiding the work of ICCHNR. Fiona has led with her enormous wealth of knowledge and
experience of community nursing, research and the politics of health care systems. ICCHNR
has benefitted from her wisdom, experience and strategic thinking. We would like to extend
our huge thanks to Fiona for everything she has done and hope that she will continue to
support ICCHNR.

Fiona presenting certficates in South Africa to Gnayame
Boassiba from Togo.
We look forward to welcoming our new president to
ICCHNR for 2019 -2022.
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Communications and marketing
The website continues to be updated by Billy Liu. Billy provided an excellent webpage for the
SA Conference and also designed the Swansea web page.

The @icchnr twitter account has 291 followers, we tweet and re-tweet regularly. The
#icchnr2018 was well used in Swansea.
In the next few weeks the website www.icchnr.org will be updated and refreshed.
Honours
ICCHNR are delighted that two of our members were honoured in the Queens Birthday
Honours list. Professor Laura Serrant Green was awarded the OBE for services to Health Policy
and Professor Sally Kendall was awarded the MBE for services to Nursing and Research.

Professor Laura Serrant Green receives her OBE at Buckingham Palace
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